R1. Feature # (Panel #): __________ of

R2. Feature/Panel Location (From site datum):

- Found on: □ Cliff face □ Boulder □ Bedrock □ Cave/shelter surface □ Other:

R3. Host

R4. Host Background:

- □ Patinated □ Natural □ Painted □ Glaciated □ Smoke blackened □ Other:

R5. Detailed Description of Panel:

- (Check any that apply) □ Petroglyphs □ Pictographs □ Geoglyph

- (Describe feature/panel size, size of host rock, number and types of elements/motifs, method of production, etc.)

R6. a. Feature/Panel Integrity:

- □ Good □ Fair □ Poor □ Explain:

b. Natural Deterioration (Check any that apply):

- □ Water erosion □ Surface spalling □ Block fractures
- □ Lichen growth □ Wind Erosion □ Sun exposure □ Rock fall □ Plant defacement □ Animal nesting
- □ Mineral accretion □ NONE □ Other (Explain):

c. Cultural Deterioration (Check any that apply):

- □ Bullet holes □ Graffiti □ Chalk □ Scratched □ Altered
- □ Livestock □ Logging □ Visitor use □ NONE □ Other (Explain):

R7. Style(s) and Suspected Cultural Affiliation:

R8. Elements Superimposed?

- □ No □ Yes (Describe)

R9. Feature/Panel Visibility:

- □ Visible □ Semi-visible □ Hidden

R10. Associated/Nearby Cultural Materials:

R11. Conservation Recommendations:

R12. Form Prepared by: ________________________________ Date: ________________________________

Affiliation and Address:

Note: Attach sketch of rock art panel/feature.
Note: Attach sketch of rock art panel/feature.